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l. INTRODUCTION

The random-matrix theory of quantum transport describes the statistics of transport properties
of phase-coherent (mesoscopic) Systems in terms of the statistics of random matrices (for reviews,
see Refs. 1-4). There exist two separate (but equivalent) approaches: Either the random matrix is
used to model the Hamiltonian of the closed system, or it is used to model the scattering matrix of
the open System. The second approach is more direct than the first, because the scattering matrix
directly determines the conductance through the Landauer formula,

2e2 ,
G=—tr i f 1 . (1.1)

(The transmission matrix i is a submatrix of the scattering matrix.)
Random-matrix theory has been applied successfully to two types of mesoscopic Systems:

chaotic cavities and disordered wires. Baranger and Mello5 and Jalabert, Pichard, and Beenakker6

studied conduction through a chaotic cavity on the assumption that the scattering matrix S is
uniformly distributed in the unitary group, restricted only by symmetry. This is the circular
ensemble, introduced by Dyson,7 and shown to apply to a chaotic cavity by Blümel and
Smilansky.8 The symmetry restriction is that SS*= l in the presence of time-reversal symmetry.
(The superscript * indicates complex conjugation if the elements of S are complex numbers; in the
presence of spin-orbit scattering, S is a matrix of quaternions, and S* denotes the quaternion
complex conjugate.) For the disordered wire, the circular ensemble applies not to the scattering
matrix itself, but to the unitary matrices u, w, v 1 ' , and w' in the polar decomposition,

(v OWVl^T i VT \lv' 0 \

HO 4 ,-Vr VT^rJU w j - (L2)

The matrix T is a diagonal matrix containing the transmission eigenvalues Tn e [0,1] on the
diagonal. (The Tn's are the eigenvalues of the matrix product if1'.) The distribution of the trans-
mission eigenvalues is governed by a Fokker-Planck equation, the Dorokhov-Mello-Pereyra-
Kumar (DMPK) equation.9'10 The isotropy assumption10 states that v, v', w, and w' are uni-
formly and independently distributed in the unitary group, with the restriction v*v' = l,
w*w' = 1 in the presence of time-reversal symmetry.

The role of the circular ensemble of unitary matrices in the scattering matrix approach is
comparable to the role of the Gaussian ensemble of Hermitian matrices in the Hamiltonian ap-
proach. However, whereas many computational techniques have been developed for averaging
over the Gaussian ensemble,11"18 the circular ensemble has received less attention. If the dimen-
sion N of the unitary matrices is small, the average over the circular ensemble can be done
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exactly.19'20 For some applications in the regime of large N, one may regard the elements of the
unitary matrix äs independent Gaussian variables,21 and then use the known diagrammatic pertur-
bation theory for the Gaussian ensemble.12'17 In other applications the Gaussian approximation
breaks down.

In this paper we present a diagrammatic technique for Integration over the unitary group,
which is not restricted to the Gaussian approximation. We discuss two applications: a chaotic
cavity coupled to the outside via a tunnel barrier, and a disordered wire attached to a supercon-
ductor. In both cases, we calculate the mean and variance of the conductance up to and including
terms of order l. We point out the analogy between the diagrams contributing to the average over
the circular ensemble and the diffuson and cooperon diagrams which appear in the theory of weak
localization22'23 and universal conductance fluctuations24'25 in disordered metals. In the presence of
the superconductor a third type of diagrams shows up, which gives rise to the coexistence of weak
localization with a magnetic field,26'27 and to anomalous conductance fluctuations.28

The paper Starts in See. II with a summary of known results29""31 for the Integration over the
unitary group of a polynomial function of matrix elements. The diagrammatic technique is ex-
plained in See. III. Generalizations to unitary Symmetrie matrices and to unitary quaternion ma-
trices are given in Sees. IV and V, respectively. We then apply the technique to the chaotic cavity
(See. VI) and the normal-metal-superconductor junction (See. VII). Some of the results of See. VI
have been obtained previously by lida, Weidenmüller, and Zuk,1'15 and by Efetov,32 who used the
Hamiltonian approach to quantum transport and the supersymmetry technique. The results of See.
VII have been published in Refs. 26 and 28, without the detailed derivation presented here. There
is some overlap between See. VII and a recent work by Argaman and Zee.33

II. INTEGRATION OF POLYNOMIALS OF UNITARY MATRICES

In this section we summarize known results29"31 for the Integration of a polynomial function
/(t/) of the matrix elements of an NX N unitary matrix U over the unitary group %ά(Ν). We refer
to the Integration äs an "average," which we denote by brackets {···),

(2.1)

Here dU is the invariant measure (Haar measure) on %(N), normalized to unity ($dU= 1). The
ensemble of unitary matrices that corresponds to this average is known äs the circular unitary
ensemble (CUE).7'34

We consider a polynomial function /([/)= Ua b .. . Ua b U* ß ... U* B . The average
I I n n I "l nr in

{/(i/)} is zero unless n = m, ot\, ... ,an is a permutation P of a\, ... ,a„, and ß\, .. . ,ßn is a
permutation P' of bi, . . . ,bn. The general structure of the average is

n

\ U α fr . . . Uα fr U~ g . . . Uα n / — &nm ' J V P P' l L Ο α α ^b β ι ' (2.2)

where the summation is over all permutations P and P' of the numbers !,...,«. The coefficients
VP>Pi depend only on the cycle structure of the permutation P^P'.30 Recall that each permuta-
tion of l , . . . ,n has a unique factorization in disjoint cyclic permutations ("cycles") of lengths
c,, . . . ,ck (where « = Σ*=1 ck). The Statement that VPj/» depends only on the cycle structure of
P~1P' means that VPtPi depends only on the lengths c t , . . . ,ck of the cycles in the factorization
of P~~1P'. One may therefore write Vc c instead of VP Pi.

As an example, we consider the case n = m = 2 explicitly. The summation over the permuta-
tions P and P' extends over the identity permutation id=[(l,2)—>(1,2)] and the exchange per-
mutation ex=[(l,2)—>(2,1)]. Hence Eq. (2.2) reads
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</>-J dUf(lT). (2.1)
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n

(U^ · · · U.J.mV*ajßi . .. Ulnß)=Snm^ VP,P,U V,(A*'u>· (2'2)
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2e2
 t

G=—tr« f . (1.1)

(The transmission matrix i is a submatrix of the scattering matrix.)
Random-matrix theory has been applied successfully to two types of mesoscopic Systems:

chaotic cavities and disordered wires. Baranger and Mello5 and Jalabert, Pichard, and Beenakker6

studied conduction through a chaotic cavity on the assumption that the scattering matrix S is
uniformly distributed in the unitary group, restricted only by symmetry. This is the circular
ensemble, introduced by Dyson,7 and shown to apply to a chaotic cavity by Blümel and
Smilansky.8 The symmetry restriction is that SS*= l in the presence of time-reversal symmetry.
(The superscript * indicates complex conjugation if the elements of S are complex numbers; in the
presence of spin-orbit scattering, S is a matrix of quaternions, and S* denotes the quaternion
complex conjugate.) For the disordered wire, the circular ensemble applies not to the scattering
matrix itself, but to the unitary matrices v, w, v', and w' in the polar decomposition,

0
(1.2)

The matrix Γ is a diagonal matrix containing the transmission eigenvalues T„ e [0,1] on the
diagonal. (The T „'s are the eigenvalues of the matrix product «".) The distribution of the trans-
mission eigenvalues is governed by a Fokker-Planck equation, the Dorokhov-Mello-Pereyra-
Kumar (DMPK) equation.9'10 The isotropy assumption10 states that v, v', w, and w' are uni-
formly and independently distributed in the unitary group, with the restriction v*v' = l,
w*w' = l in the presence of time-reversal symmetry.

The role of the circular ensemble of unitary matrices in the scattering matrix approach is
comparable to the role of the Gaussian ensemble of Hermitian matrices in the Hamiltonian ap-
proach. However, whereas many computational techniques have been developed for averaging
over the Gaussian ensemble,11"18 the circular ensemble has received less attention. If the dimen-
sion N of the unitary matrices is small, the average over the circular ensemble can be done
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II. INTEGRATION OF POLYNOMIALS OF UNITARY MATRICES

In this section we summarize known results29"31 for the Integration of a polynomial function
/(i/) of the matrix elements of anNXN unitary matrix U over the unitary group <%6(Ν). We refer
to the Integration äs an "average," which we denote by brackets {···},

(2.1)

Here dU is the invariant measure (Haar measure) on $o(N), normalized to unity (fdU = 1). The
ensemble of unitary matrices that corresponds to this average is known äs the circular unitary
ensemble (CUE).7'34

We consider a polynomial function /(U) = Ua b ... Ua b U* B . . . U* ß . The averagef J j \ / al°l un"n a\P\ "mPm

{/({/)) is zero unless n = m, αί, ... ,αη is a permutation P of «i, . . . ,cz„, and ß\, ... ,ßn is a
permutation P' of b:, ... ,b„. The general structure of the average is

n

where the summation is over all permutations P and P' of the numbers l , . . . , « . The coefficients
VP!P, depend only on the cycle structure of the permutation p"1/?'.30 Recall that each permuta-
tion of l , . . . ,n has a unique factorization in disjoint cyclic permutations ("cycles") of lengths
cl, . . . ,ck (where n = Σ*= l ck). The Statement that VPtP> depends only on the cycle structure of
P~1P' means that VPtP, depends only on the lengths cl, ... ,ck of the cycles in the factorization
of P~~}P'. One may therefore write Vc _ c instead of VPtP<.

As an example, we consider the case n = m = 2 explicitly. The summation over the permuta-
tions P and P' extends over the identity permutation id=[(l,2)->(l,2)] and the exchange per-
mutation ex=[(l,2)->(2,l)]. Hence Eq. (2.2) reads
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(2.3)

The permutation P~1P' that corresponds to P = P ' = id [the first term on the r.h.s. of Eq. (2.3)] is
again the identity permutation: P~1P'=id=[(l,2)— >(1,2)]. Its factorization in cyclic permuta-
tions i s i d = ( l — >1)(2— >2), so that P~1P' factorizes in two cyclic permutations of unit length.
Hence the cycle structure of P~1P' is{l,l}, and Vldild=Vi ,1 · The second term on the r.h.s. ofEq.
(2.3), corresponding to P = ex, P' = id, has P~1P'=ex=[(l,2)->(2,l)], which factorizes in a
single cyclic permutation of length two, ex=(l— >2 — >1). Hence the cycle structure of P"1 P' is
{2}, and V e x i d=y 2 · Treating the remaining two terms of Eq. (2.3) similarly, we obtain

(2.4)

In general, the coefficient V 1? >t refers to equal permutations P = P ' , corresponding to a pairwise
(Gaussian) contraction of the matrices U and U*. Coefficients Vc c with some c3+\ give

non-Gaussian contributions.
The coefficients V are determined by the recursion relation30

(2.5)

with V0=l. One can show that the solution Vc c does not depend on the Order of the indices

cl, ... ,ck. Results for V up to n = 5 are given in the Appendix. The large-N expansion of V is

k

Π Vc +0(Nk~2n~2), (2.6a)

i / Λ «\

Vc=-Nl-2c(-l)c~l\ c°_1 Ι+^ΛΓ1-2')· (2.6b)

(The numbers c~l(2^I2) are the Catalan numbers.) For example, Vlt Λ = Ν~" + 0(Ν'~η~2). The
Gaussian approximation amounts to setting all V s equal to zero except V ι \ , which is set to
ΛΓ".

The coefficients Vc c determine the moments of U. Similarly, the coefficients

Wc c determine the cumulants of U. The cumulants are obtained from the moments by

subsequent subtraction of all possible factorizations in cumulants of lower degree. For example,

WC l = VC ], (2.7a)

WC,C=VtiC-WCWC, (2.7b)

The recursion relation (2.5) for V implies a recursion relation for W,
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Uab = · O

u; = ....*...o

δ -
ab ~

FIG l Substitution rules for the unitary matnces U and U*, the fixed matrix A and the Kronecker delta

NWC _ _ c 'ck

l /?i (/-!)!(*-/)!? W"-cpm· •'w^Wim).^«-0· (2'8)

with W0=l and P a permutation of 2 , . . . ,k. To leading order in l/N this equation has the
solution,

^W =2LN-2n-k + 2(_l}n + k(2n + k~3^-Yf (2^-1)! 2 .
c i ' -c* *· j (2«)! /Ji (cy-l)!2 Λ '· l '

Notice that Wc c decreases with increasing number of cycles k, opposite to the behavior of

"«,. .«Γ
In principle, the recursion relations permit an exact evaluation of the average of any polyno-

mial function of U. In practice, äs the number of U's and U*'s increases, keeping track of the
mdices and of the Kronecker delta's which connect them becomes more and more cumbersome. It
is by the introduction of a diagrammatic technique that one can carry out this bookkeeping
problem in a controlled and systematic way.

III. DIAGRAMMATIC TECHNIQUE

The usefulness of diagrams for the bookkeeping problem is well-established for averages over
the Gaussian ensemble of Hermitian matrices.12 Brezin and Zee17 have developed a diagrammatic
method which can be applied to non-Gaussian ensembles äs well, äs a perturbation expansion in
a small parameter multiplying the non-Gaussian terms in the distribution. No such small parameter
exists for the circular ensemble. The method presented here deals with non-Gaussian contributions
to all Orders. Creutz29 has given a diagrammatic algorithm for integrals over SU(7V). Because of
the more complicated structure of SU(N), we could not effectively apply his method to integrals
over %(N) in the case of a large number of i/'s.

The diagrams consist of the buildmg blocks shown in Fig. 1. We represent matrix elements
Uab or U*ß by thick dotted lines. The first index (a or a) is a black dot, the second index (b or
ß) a white dot. A fixed matrix A tj is represented by a directed thick solid line, pointed from the
first to the second index. Summation over an index is indicated by attachment of the solid line to
a dot. As an example, the functions /(U) = tr A ÜBt/f and g(t/) = tr AUBUCU^DU^ are repre-
sented in Fig. 2.

The average over the matrix U consists of summing over all permutations P and P' in Eq.
(2.2). Permutations are generated by drawing thin lines (representing Kronecker deltas) between
all black dots attached to U and black dots attached to U* (one line per dot). Black dots connect
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FIG 2 Diagrammaüc representation of the functions /(U) = tr A ÜB i/1 and g(U) =

to black dots and white dots to white dots. To find the contribution of the permutations P and
P' to {/(t/)}, we need (i) to determine the cycle structure of the permutation P"1/3', and (ii) to
sum over the indices of the fixed matrices A.

(i) The cycle structure can be read off from the diagrams. A cycle of the permutation
P~1P' gives rise to a closed circuit in the diagram consisting of alternating dotted and thin lines.
The length ckof the cycle is half the number of dotted lines contained in the circuit. We call such
circuits t/-cycles of length ck.

(ii) The trace over the elements of A is done by inspection of the closed circuits in the diagram
which consist of alternating thick and thin lines. We call such circuits Γ-cycles. A Γ-cycle con-
taining the matrices A ( 1 ),A ( 2 ), . . . ,A(k) (in this order) gives rise to tr A ( 1 )A ( 2 ) . . . Aw. If the
thick line corresponding to a matrix A is traversed opposite to its direction, the matrix should be
replaced by its transpose AT.

As an example, let us consider the average of the functions /(U) = tr A ÜB i/1' and
g([/) = tr AUBUCU^DU^. Connecting the dots by thin lines, we arrive at the diagrams of Fig. 3.
For /, there is only one diagram. It contains a single U-cycle of length l (weight Vj) and two
Γ-cycles (which generate tr A and tr B). We look up the value of V\ = i/N in the Appendix, and
find

= Vl trA tcAüB, (3.1)

Four diagrams contribute to g. The first diagram contains two [7-cycles of length l, and three
Γ-cycles. Its contribution is Vu tr A tr BD tr C. The second diagram contains two i/-cycles of

FIG 3 Diagrammatic representation of the averages of the functions / and g in Fig 2
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length l and a single Γ-cycle. Its contribution is yu tr ADCB. The third and fourth diagram each

contain a single [/-cycle of length 2 and two Γ-cycles. Their contributions are V2 tr A tr BDC
and V2 tr ADB tr C. In total we find

(g( [/)} = Vu(tr A tr BD tr C + tr ADCB) + V2(trA tr 5DC + tr ADB tr C)

= (W2- ir^tr A t rßDtr C + trADCß)

-[WC/V2-!)]"1^ trßDC + tr ADßtr C). (3.2)

Whereas each individual Γ-cycle gives rise to a trace of matrices, it is only the combination of
all [/-cycles together that determines the coefficient Vc >c . The evaluation of a diagram would

be more efficient, if we could attribute a weight to an individual [/-cycle. We introduced the
cumulant expansion of the coefficients V in the coefficients W for this purpose. The leading term
^c,, ...,ck

=Rp=\Wc of the cumulant expansion attributes a weight Wc to each individual

[/-cycle of length cp. This is sufficient for the calculation of the large-./V limit of the average
{/). The next term Σ*<;. Wc.tCUp¥=ij Wc attributes a weight W c . _ c . to the pair (ij) of

[/-cycles, and the weight Wc to all others individually. This is sufficient for the variance of/. The

general rule is that the y'th order cumulant of / in the large-/V limit requires the y'th order term in
the cumulant expansion of the coefficients V, and hence requires consideration of groups of j
[/-cycles.

Let us summarize the diagrammatic rules:
(1) Draw the diagrams according to the Substitution rules of Fig. 1.
(2) Draw thin lines to pair black dots attached to U to black dots attached to U*. Do the same

for the white dots.
(3) Every closed circuit of alternating thick solid lines and thin solid lines (a Γ-cycle) corre-

sponds to a trace of the matrices A appearing in the circuit. If a thick line is traversed
opposite to its direction, the transpose of the matrix appears in the trace.

(4) Every closed circuit of alternating dotted and thin solid lines (a [/-cycle) corresponds to a
cycle of length ck equal to half the number of dotted lines. The set of [/-cycles in a
diagram defines the coefficient Vc , . . . ,c , which is the weight of the diagram. The coef-

ficient V can be factorized into cumulants. To determine the cumulant coefficients W,
partition the [/-cycles into groups. Every group of p U-cycles of lengths c\, . . . ,cp

contributes a weight Wc . . . ]C .

The diagrammatic rules are exact. In the large-/V limit, we may reduce the number of dia-
grams and partitions that is involved. Let us determine the order in N of a diagram with /
Γ-cycles and k U-cycles of total length n partitioned into g groups. Counting every trace äs an
order ./V and using the large-/V result (2.9) for the coefficients W, we find a contribution of order
N2g + i-k-2n^ since g^fc^ the order is maximal if g = k and the total number of cycles k + l is
maximal. Thus, for large N, we may restrict ourselves to diagrams with äs many cycles äs possible
and with a partition of the U-cycles in groups of a single cycle (i.e., we may approximate
Vc *=> W · · · W ) .

We conclude this section with one more example, which is the calculation of the variance
var/={/2}~{/}2 of the function/([/)= tr A[/ßi/t. Diagrammatically, we calculate (/2) äs in
Fig. 4(a), resulting in

</2) = V\,i[(ü A)2(tr B)2 + tr A2 tr B2] + W2[ü A2(tr B)2+ (tr A)2 tr B2], (3.3a)

=> var/= Wu[(tr A)2(tr B)2+ tr A2 tr B2]+ W2 tr A2 tr B2

) 2 t rß 2 ] . (3.3b)
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FIG 4 Diagrammatic representation of (f2)

If we now consider the order in N of the various contributions, we see that the leading 0(N2) term
°f (f2) (l = 4, g = k = 2, corresponding to 6 cycles and a partition of the [7-cycles into two groups
of a single cycle), is exactly canceled by (f)2. This exact cancelation is possible because the
leading contribution of (f2) is disconnected: Each Γ-cycle, and each group of t/-cycles belongs
entirely to one of the two factors tr AU B U1' of f2. Only connected diagrams contribute to the
variance o f/ . The connected diagrams are of order l (k+l = 4 and g = k or k + 1 = 6 and
g = k - l). They give the variance

var /= Wu(tr A)2(tr B)2+ W\ tr A 2 B2+W2[tr A2(lr A)2

(3.4)

IV. INTEGRATION OF UNITARY SYMMETRIC MATRICES

In the presence of time-reversal symmetry the scattering matnx S is both unitary and sym-
metric: SS^=l, S = ST. The elements of S are complex numbers. (The case of a quaternion 5,
corresponding to spin-orbit scattering, is treated in the next section.) The ensemble of uniformly
distributed unitary Symmetrie matrices is known äs the circular orthogonal ensemble (COE).7'34

Averages of the unitary Symmetrie matrix U over the COE can be computed in two ways. One
way is to substitute U= VVT, with the matrix V uniformly distributed over the unitary group. This
has the advantage that one can use the same formulas äs for averages over the CUE, but the
disadvantage that the number of unitary matrices is doubled. A more efficient way is to use
specific formulas for the COE, äs we now discuss.

The average of a polynomial in U and U* over the COE has the general structure

2n

(V a •U U* - - - U * }a2„-la2n ala2 a2m-\tt2m' "jaP(jY
(4-1)

The summation is over permutations P of the numbers l , . . . ,2n. We can decompose P äs

p=\ Γί τ \P P TT τ"
\ =i J l \ =i ] l '

(4.2)

where Ί} and T' permute the numbers 2j—l and 2j, and P& (P0) permutes n even (odd)
numbers. Because Uab=Uba, the moment coefficient VP depends only on the cycle structure
{GI, ... ,ck} of P~1P0,

35 so that we may write Vc _ c instead of VP.

The moment coefficients obey the recursion relation

+ Z, V„ n r
P<1'C2'

2

C ,V r
Ci r = 3r \V ,,,ck c, l e2 ,

(4.3)
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FIG. 5. Diagrammatic representation of (/(U)) for / (U) = tr A ÜB f/ f , where U is a unitary Symmetrie matrix. The second
term arises because of the symmetry constraint.

with V0= 1. The large-W expansion of V is

k

VCl.....c=Tl Vc+0(Nk~2n-2), (4.4a)
.7=1 '

Vc = -Nl~2c(-l)c~l{ C
(__l \-N-2c(-4)c-l + ̂ (N~]~2c). (4.4b)

Compared with Eq. (2.6) an extra term of order N~2c appears in Vc because of the symmetry
restriction. The recursion relation for the cumulant coefficients W is

(N+c,)Wc ,+ Σv u c],...,ck jfr=c

with W0= l and P a permutation of the numbers 2, . . . ,k. The solution for large Λ^ is

k

wei,. ..ct=
2""l jV'2""t+2(-1)"

The coefficients Vc _ _ c and Wc _ . . . _ c are listed in the Appendix for n = c j H ----- i- ck^ 5.

For the diagrammatic representation, we again use the Substitution rules of Fig. 1. The sym-
metry of U is taken into account by allowing thin lines between black and white dots. Therefore,
rule (2) is replaced by

(2) Pair the dots attached to U to the dots attached to U* by connecting them with thin lines.
As examples, we compute the averages of /( U) = tr A ÜB U^ and g (U)

= HAUBUCU^DU'' over the COE. The diagrams for {/( U) } are shown in Fig. 5 , with the result

</( t / ) )=Vi( t rA trß + tr ATB) = (N+ l )~ ' ( t r A tr J3+ trATß). (4.7a)

Similarly, we find that

) = [(N+l)(N+3)]-l(üAtiBD tr C+ trADTßTtr C+ trA trßCTD + tr A£>TCßT

+ trADCß+ trACTDTß+ trADßTCT+ tr ACT tr BDT)-[(N(N+ l)(N+3)]~l

X(t rA trßDC+ tr Α€ΊΟΊΒΎ+ trA tr ßöTC+ trACTDßT+ trADßtr C

+ trADTßtr C+ trAZ)ßCT+ trADTßCT+ trA£>TßTCT+ t rAC T t rßD

+ tr ADT CB+ tr ACTDß+ trA trßCTDT+ trADCßT+ trA trßDTtr C

+ trADßT trC). (4.7b)
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V. INTEGRATION OF MATRICES OF QUATERNIONS

We extend the results of the previous sections for Integrals over unitary matrices of complex
numbers to Integrals over unitary matrices of quaternions. This is relevant to the case that spin-
rotation symmetry is broken by spin-orbit scattering.

Let us first recall the definition and basic properties of quaternions.34 A quaternion q is
represented by a 2 X 2 matrix,

(5.1)

where I is the 2 Χ 2 unit matrix and σ, is a Pauli matrix,

0 l / O -i\

1 0

The coefficients a} are complex numbers. The complex conjugate q* and Hermitian conjugate
<?1 of a quaternion q are defined äs

The complex conjugate of a quaternion differs from the complex conjugate of a 2X2 matrix,
whereas the Hermitian conjugate equals the Hermitian conjugate of a 2 X 2 matrix. Let β be an
NXN matrix of quaternions with elements Q/t/=ßi°)l+/öt;V1 + zß^)a2 + iQ^ )a3. The com-
plex conjugate ß* and Hermitian conjugate ß' are defined by (Q*)u~Q*i an(^ (.Q?)u=Q\k·
The dual matrix ßR is defined by ßR=(ß t)* = (ß*) t . We call ß unitary if ßß f =l and self-
dual if ß = ßR. A unitary self-dual matrix is defined byßß t = =ßß*=l . The trace tr ß is defined
by tr β = Σ7β^, which equals 1/2 the trace of the 2NX2N complex matrix corresponding to
ß. The scattering matrix in zero magnetic field is a unitary self-dual matrix, because of time-
reversal symmetry. The ensemble of quaternion matrices which is uniformly distributed over the
unitary group is called the circular unitary ensemble (CUE). If the ensemble is restricted to
self-dual matrices it is called the circular symplectic ensemble (CSE).7'34

The Integration of a polynomial function/( U) o f a n N X N quaternion matrix U over the CUE
or CSE can be related to the Integration of a function/(U) of an NXN complex matrix U over the
CUE or COE. The translation rule is äs follows (a similar rule has been formulated for Gaussian
ensembles in Refs. 36 and 37):

(1) /(i/) is constructed from/([7) by replacing, respectively, the complex conjugates, Hermitian
conjugates, and duals of quaternion matrices by complex conjugates, Hermitian conjugates,
and transposes of complex matrices. Furthermore, every trace is replaced by — ̂  tr, and nu-
merical factors N are replaced by — ̂ N.

(2) The average {/(U)) is calculated using the rules for Integration of NXN complex matrices
over the CUE or COE.

(3) The average (/(£/)} over the CUE or CSE is found by replacing, respectively, the complex
conjugates, Hermitian conjugates, and transposes of complex matrices by the complex conju-
gates, Hermitian conjugates, and duals of quaternion matrices. Traces are replaced by — 2tr
and numerical factors N by — 2N.
As examples, we compute the averages of the functions /(t/) = tr A ÜB Uf and

g(t/) = tr AUBUCU^DU^ ofNXN quaternion matrices over the CUE and CSE. The first step is
to construct the functions /(t/) and g (U) of NXN complex matrices,

/ (C/)=-5trAt/ßt / 1 , g(t/) = -5trA[/ßi/C/7 lD[/ t. (5.4)

The second step is to average / and g over the CUE. The result is in Eqs. (3.1) and (3.2),
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FIG. 6. Chaotic cavity (grey) connected to two leads containing tunnel barriers (black).

~^~ltrAtrB, (5.5a)

)~ 1 ( t rA t rßDtr C+ tr ADCB)

1)Γ\Ιΐ A trBDC + trADB tr C). (5.5b)

The third step is to translate back to quaternion matrices,

(f)cw=N-ltrAtrB, (5.6a)

(g)cm=(4N2-l)~l(4trA üBD tr C+ tr ADCB)

1)Γ1(^Α trBDC + trADBtrC). (5.6b)

Similarly, to average of / and g over the CSE we need the average of / and g over the COE given
by Eq. (4.7a), and then translate back to quaternion matrices. For (/(i/)} we find

(/)coE=-i(A i+l)~1(ttrA tr B + tr ΑΎΒ),

=*(f)csE=(2N-l)-l(2trAtrB- trARB). (5.7a)

Similarly, we find for (g(U)) the final result

(g)csE= [(2W- l )(2N- 3)]~ '(4tr A tr BD tr C-2 tr ADR5R tr C- 1 tr A tr BC^D

+ tiADRCBR+ üADCB+ üACRDRB+ tr ADßRCR-2 tr ACR tr BDR)

-[(27V(2^-l)(27V-3)]~1(2trA tr BDC- tr ACRDRBR+2 tr A tr BDRC

- trACRDBR+2 tt ADB tr C + 2 tr ADRB tr C- trADJSCR- trADR#CR

+ 2 t r A trßCRDR- tr ADCßR-4 tr A trßDR t r C+2 trADBRtr C- tr ADRBRCR

+ 2trACRtrBD- trADRCB- trACRDB). (S.Tb)

VI. APPLICATION ΤΟ Α CHAOTIC CAVITY

We consider the system shown in Fig. 6, consisting of a chaotic cavity attached to two leads,
containing tunnel barriers. The MX M scattering matrix S is decomposed into N; X Nj submatrices

*" (6.1)

which describe scattering from leadj into lead i (M = Ni + N]). The conductance G is given by
the Landauer formula,

G0 = 2e2/h. (6.2)
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The projection matrices C\ and C2= l - C\ are defined by (Cl)IJ= l if i=j^Nl and 0 otherwise.
In the absence of tunnel barriers in the leads, S is distributed according to the circular

ensemble. The symmetry index β e {1,2,4} distinguishes the COE (/3=1), CUE (ß = 2), and
CSE (/3 = 4). Calculation of the average and variance of G is straightforward,5'6

ßN,N2
(63)

In the presence of a tunnel barrier in lead i with reflection matrix r, , the distribution of S is given
by the Poisson kernel,38"41

5=
0 r i

(6.5)

The sub-unitary matrix S is the ensemble average οι S: $dSP(S)S = S. The eigenvalues Γ; of
l —SS^ are the transmission eigenvalues of the tunnel barriers. The fluctuating part 6S = S-S of
S can be parametrized äs

SS=T'(\-URT1UT,

where T, T', and R' are MXM matrices such that the 2MX2M matrix

S T'
2=

(6.6)

(6.7)

is unitary. The usefulness of the parametrization (6.6) is that U is distributed according the circular
ensemble.21'38'41 In the presence of time-reversal symmetry, we further have S = S^, Τ' = ΤΊ,
R' =R'T, and U= t/T. Physically, U corresponds to the scattering matrix of the cavity without the
tunnel barriers in the leads and Σ corresponds to the scattering matrix of the tunnel barriers in the
absence of the cavity.19'41

The parametrization (6.6) reduces the problem of averaging S with the Poisson kernel to
integrating U over the unitary group. Because the conductance G is a rational function of U, this
average cannot be done in closed form for all M. For Ni,N29>l a perturbative calculation is
possible. In this section we will compute the mean and variance of the conductance in the large-
N limit, using the diagrammatic technique of the previous sections.

A. Average conductance

According to the Landauer formula (6.2) the average conductance is given by

(6.8)

where we have used that (<55'} = 0. Expansion of the denominator in the parametrization (6.6) of
SS yields the series

<G/G0)=2 </„(£/)), (6.9a)

(6.9b)
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T'f . nrf „ tft * . jt
_- - ·· - -o*-· · · ·ο -

c

T/ R7 R"
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T

T'f *

<Ι"Π"ΠΊ~Γ1>1 >· · · ·<>—4 · · ·ο——· · · ·ό · · · -(r

T'f « Ff* * ^

f··'? t""1(

|̂C

_ k...o—4·.·ό 4...cyIC"
T Ff R1 T

FIG. 7. Top: Diagrammatic representation of the function f„(U) in Eq. (6.9); Bottom: Ladder diagram with the largest
number of cycles, which gives the & (N) contribution to the average conductance. The arrows are omitted if the direction
of the diagram is not ambiguous.

The average of the polynomial function /„(t/) can be calculated diagrammatically. We represent
/„([/) by the top diagram in Fig. 7. The average over the matrix U is done äs follows.

The leading contribution, which is of order M, comes from the diagrams with the largest
number of T- and [/-cycles. For a polynomial of the type (6.8) (all U's are on one side of the
C/^'s), these diagrams have a "ladder" structure (see bottom diagram in Fig. 7). The ladder
diagrams contain n {/-cycles and n + l T-cycles. Their weight is W" = M~" + & (M~n~ '), result-
ing in

. (6.10)

Summation of the series (6.9) yields (G) to leading order in M,

(trr' tC1r)(trTC2r t) (Λ/Ί-
v(G/GO)=

N 7 -ti -lr
(6-11)

In the second equality we have used the unitarity of the matrix Σ defined in Eq. (6.7).
The weak-localization correction is the 0(1) contribution to (G). In general, an & (1)

contribution to the average conductance can have two sources: (i) a higher order contribution to
the weight Wc , . . . , < ; of the leading-order diagrams, and (ii) higher order diagrams. In the absence

of time-reversal symmetry both contributions are absent: (i) Wi = M~l has no & (M"2) term, and
(ii) there are no diagrams of order 1.

The Situation is different in the presence of time-reversal symmetry. We discuss the case
ß= l in which there is no spin-orbit scattering. The case ß = 4 then follows from the translation
rule of See. V. In the presence of time-reversal symmetry, (i) the coefficient
Wi=M~l-M~2-\ ---- has an if(M~2) term, and (ii) there are diagrams of order 1. The first
contribution is a correction «M~"~' to the weight M~" in Eq. (6.10). Summation over n yields
the first correction to Eq. (6.11),

The second contribution is from diagrams which are obtained from the ladder diagrams by revers-
ing the order of the contractions in a part of the diagram. The central part of the diagram is
"maximally crossed," the left and right ends are ladders (see Fig. 8). In disordered Systems, the
ladder diagrams are known äs diffusons, while the maximally crossed diagrams are known äs
cooperons. The maximally crossed diagrams are not allowed in the absence of time-reversal
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FIG. 8. Top and middle: Two maximally crossed diagrams contributing to the weak-localization correction to the average
conductance. The right and left parts of the diagram have a ladder structure; Bottom: The maximally crossed pari of the top
diagram redrawn äs a ladder diagram.

symmetry, because dots of different color are connected by thin lines [violating rule (2) in See.
III]. A maximally crossed diagram can be redrawn äs a ladder diagram by flipping one of the
horizontal lines along a vertical axis (bottom diagram in Fig. 8).

In the maximally crossed diagrams all cycles but one have minimum length. The cycle with
the exceptional length can be a [/-cycle (top diagram in Fig. 8), or a Γ-cycle (middle diagram). To
evaluate these diagrams, we need to introduce some more notation (see Fig. 9). We denote the left
and right ladder diagrams by matrices FL and FR,

=r'tc,r
tr

W1

.
' t n 'n 'κ , (6.13a)

fuu~

* 4

FIG. 9. Diagrammatic representation of Eqs. (6.13) and (6.14).
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FIG. 10. Diagrammatic representation of the weak-localization correction SG2 from the maximally crossed diagrams. The
total correction SG= <5G, + SG2 contains also a contribution 8Gl from the weight factors [Eq. (6.12)].

tr
M- t r / ? ' Ä ' t l

The scalars fvu and fTT represent the maximally crossed part of the diagram,

(6.13b)

M-
(6.14a)

l
'M- tr R'R'^'

(6.14b)

We used the symmetry of R ' to replace R ' T by R ' . With this notation we may draw the contri-
bution SG2 to the weak-localization correction from the maximally crossed diagrams äs in Fig. 10.
It evaluates to

(6.15)

^T)2 tr C2(rtr)2]. (6.16)

Since T^T= l — S^S has eigen values F„, we may write the final result for the average conduc-
tance in the form

SG2= -M~3 tr FJTT tr FR+ tr

The total weak-localization correction 8G= SGl + 8G2 becomes

<?G=-(tr rTr^tr C2rfr)2 tr

(G/Go)=^L +
2l~ß.

ι 2

M

(6.17)

(6.18)

(The ß = 4 result follows from the translation rule of See. V.) The first term in Eq. (6.17) is the
series conductance of the two tunnel conductances G0gl and G0g[. The term proportional to
l—2/ß is the weak-localization correction. In the absence of tunnel barriers one has gp — Ni,
g'p = N2, and the large-M limit of Eq. (6.3) is recovered. In the case of two identical tunnel
barriers (Nl = N2 = M/2=N, Γη = Γπ + Λ Γ for n= l,... ,N), Eq. (6.17) simplifies to

1-
ß

82
(6-19)

Eq. (6.19) was previously obtained by lida, Weidenmüller and Zuk15. If all F„'s are equal to Γ,
Eq. (6.19) simplifies further to (G/G0) = ̂ r+|(l -2lß)T.
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FIG. 11. Diagrammatic representation of a terra contributing to G2, and hence to the variance (6.20) of the conductance.

B. Conductance fluctuations

We seek the effect of tunnel barriers on the variance of the conductance,
var G = (G2)-(G}2. We consider ß= l and 2 first, and translate to ß = 4 in the end. Using the
parametrization (6.6) we write the variance in the form

k,l,m,n>\
covar(/t/ ,

fu= tr

(6.20a)

(6.20b)

Since the number U' s and U* 's must be equal for a non-zero average, covar(fkl ,/,„„)
= (fkifmn)-(fki)(fmn} = Q unless k + m = l + n. Diagrammatically, we represent fklfmn by Fig.
1 1 . The diagram consists of an inner loop, corresponding to fkt , and an outer loop, corresponding
to fmn . The covariance of fu and fmn is given by the connected diagrams. We call a diagram
' 'connected' ' if (i) the partition of the U -cycles contains a group which consists of [/-cycles from
the inner and the outer part, or (ii) the diagram contains a cycle (a [/-cycle or a Γ-cycle) connect-
ing the inner and outer loops.

We first compute the contribution from diagrams which are connected only because of (i), i.e.,
diagrams in which all U -cycles and Γ-cycles belong either to the inner or outer loop. The contri-
bution from such a diagram is maximal, if the U-cycles are partitioned in groups which are äs
small äs possible. The optimal partition consists of groups of size l, except for a single group of
size 2, which contains one U-cycle from the inner and one from the outer loop. Furthermore, the
total number of cycles is maximal if both the inner and outer loops are ladder diagrams. This
requires k = l and m = n . The covariance from this diagram is

(6.21)

(6.22)

Summing over k and m we obtain the first contribution to var G/G0 ,

variance =M~4(tr FL tr FR)2.

The second contribution, consisting of diagrams in which the inner and outer loops are
connected by T- or U -cycles, is of maximal order if the partition of the [/-cycles involves only
groups of size 1. For ß= 2 there are 16 connected diagrams of maximal order. They are shown in
Fig. 12, and their contribution to var G/G0 is tabulated in Table I. The shaded areas indicate
ladder parts of the diagram (see Figs. 9 and 13). The matrices FL and FR , and the scalars fm/ and
fTT are defined in Eqs. (6.13) and (6.14). The definitions of the matrix H and of the scalars
and fTU are

H=O
(6.23a)
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FIG. 12. The 16 connected diagrams which contribute to the variance of the conductance. The shaded parts are defined in
Figs. 9 and 13. These diagrams contribute for ß= l and 2. For ß= l there are 16 more diagrams, obtained by flipping the
inner loop around a vertical axis (diagram a—h) or around a horizontal axis (i-p), so that ladders become maximally
crossed.

(6.23b)

In the presence of time-reversal symmetry (ß= 1), the matrix U is Symmetrie. Diagrammatically,
this means that no distinction is made between black and white dots. In addition to the 16
diffuson-like diagrams of Fig. 12, 16 more cooperon-like diagrams contribute. These are obtained
from the diagrams of Fig. 12 by flipping the inner loop around a vertical (Figs. 12a-h) or
horizontal (Figs. 12i-p) axis, so that segments with a ladder structure become maximally crossed.
Their contributions are listed in Table I. The contributions from the individual diffuson-like and
cooperon-like diagrams are different. The total contribution to var G from diffuson-like and
cooperon-like diagrams is the same.

The final result for the variance of G is

(6.24)

Eq. (6.24) was previously obtained by Efetov.32 One verifies that the large-W limit of Eq. (6.4) is
recovered in the absence of tunnel barriers. For the special case of identical tunnel barriers
(gp — g'p), this simplifies to
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TABLE I. Contribution to var G/G0 frorn the connected diagrams of Fig. 12.

Diagram

a
b
c
d

e
f
g
h

i
J
k
1

m
n
0

P

var

in agreement with Ref. 15
when Eq. (6.24) simplifies

/3=1,2

W3(tr FL)2/rr( tr FR)2

W2(tr FL)2/rü tr ^1
tr tfHVt/i/

W2 tr Fifl^ü FR)2

W3(tr FL)2/rr(tr FR)2

trF^trF2

tr H^Hfuu

W\ tr FL tr Ρ^ττ tr FL tr FR

Wl tr FL tr F,,/2.,. tr FL tr FR

W2ttFLüF9fTUfUTüH^R'

W2trFLüFRfTUfUTttR'H'!

W2üR^HfTUfUTüFLtrFR

tr HR'^f2
uutr R' H^

tiR^Hfvuü^R'

G/G0=(8/3gl)~'1(2gl-2g1g2^

. Another special case is that of
to42

varG/Gc^/TV + glr

If all transmission eigenvalues Γη = Γ are equal, one has

ß=\

W3 tr FR tr FI/TT tr FL tr FR

W2 tr FR tr FI/J-U tr FLFR

tr #T#VW

W.trFjF^trFLtrFR
W 3 t rFR t rFL / -T 7 . t rFL t rFR

tr «*/?/„„

W i t r F R t r F L / ^ t r f L t r F R

W2 t rffT /? 'VTJy r t rFL t rFR

W2trFRtrFL/r[ ;/ t;7.tr/i'Tif t

W2 trÄ'*// / r„/u r trFL trFR

tr HTÄ'1/u(; tr R'THt

*R'*Hfuu*H*R'

-3gl-2glg3), (6.25)

high tunnel barriers, Γπ^1 for all n,

* g ] g [ 2 . (6.26)

varG/G 0=(8/3)~ 1[l + (l-D2]. A
high tunnel barrier (Γ-^l) thus doubles the variance.

C. Density of transmission eigenvalues

The transmission eigenvalues Tn e [0,1] are the N
Ji2 si2· Without loss of generality we may assume that Ni

eigenvalues of the matrix product
N2- The matrix product s2\sli then

b-i-i:ΐ"Π::πΐ·π:π::π:
ι·ίΠ"ΐηϊΐ·ίπ::πι

iR·*

FIG. 13. Diagrammatic representation of Eq. (6.23).
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F(z)

F'(z)

ä s c„ s1 c, s

z'3 -o?
s c„ ST c, s c„

FIG. 14. Diagrammatic representation of the Green functions for the density of transmission eigenvalues.

has the same Nl eigenvalues äs sl2s\2, plus N2-Nl eigenvalues equal to zero. The Λ/Ί non-zero
transmission eigenvalues appear äs the diagonal elements of the diagonal matrix T in the polar
decomposition of the scattering matrix

5 =
SU v 0

0 w

vi -r
0

i VT"

0 i VT

1 0

0 Jl — T

v' 0

0 w

Here D and o' (w and w') are ΝιΧΝι (Λ^ΧΛ^) unitary matrices and l is the N2 — N{ dimen-
sional unit matrix. If Nl=N2, Eq. (6.27) simplifies to Eq. (1.2).

So far we have only studied the conductance G = GoS„r„. The leading contribution to the
average conductance comes from ladder diagrams. If we wish to average transport properties of
the form Α = Σ,,α(Γη) (so-called linear statistics on the transmission eigenvalues), we need to
know the density p(T) of the transmission eigenvalues Tn . The leading-order contribution to the
transmission-eigenvalue density is given by a larger class of diagrams, äs we now discuss.

The density ρ(Γ) = (2^L j δ(Τ— Γ,,)} of the transmission eigenvalues follows from the matrix
Green function F(z):

(Cl(z-SC2S
iC1r

l), (6.28a)

-TT~lImtr F(T+ie), (6.28b)

where e is a positive infinitesimal. We first compute p(T) in the absence of tunnel barriers, when
the result is known from other methods.4"6'43 Then we include the tunnel barriers, when the result
is not known.

In the absence of tunnel barriers, the scattering matrix S is distributed according to the circular
ensemble, so that averaging amounts to integrating over the unitary group. We compute F(z) äs
an expansion in powers of l/z,

(6.29)

We will also need the Green function

«=o
(6.30)

The two Green functions F and F' are represented diagrammatically in Fig. 14. A diagram
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zF'(z) F(z) zF'(z)

FIG. 15. Diagrammatic represcntation of the Dyson equation (6.31) for F ( z ) .

contributes to leading order [which is M (1)] if the number of T- and t/-cycles is maximal. That
is the case if the diagram is planar, meaning that the thin lines do not cross. The ladder diagrams
are a subset of the planar diagrams. Planar diagrams have been studied in the context of the
diagrammatic evaluation of integrals over Hermitian matrices, in particular for the Gaussian
ensemble.12'17 For the Gaussian ensemble, only planar diagrams with [7-cycles of unit length have
to be taken into account. Summation over all these diagrams results in a self-consistency or Dyson
equation for F(z), which solves the problem.17 For an integral of unitary matrices, t/-cycles of
arbitrary length need to be taken into account, äs is shown diagrammatically in Fig. 15. The
corresponding Dyson equation is

In terms of the generating function

W„[ztrF(z)] n[ t rF ' (z)]

(6.3 Ib)

(6.32)

we may rewrite Eq. (6.31) äs

t rF ' (z ) , (6.33a)

F'(z) = C2(z-X(z)C2r ' , S'(z) = A f ( z t r F ( z ) t r f " ( z ) ) z t r F ( z ) . (6.33b)

In the derivation of Eq. (6.33) we did not use the particular form of the matrices C\ and C2. As
a check we may choose C j = C2= l, so that F(z) = F'(z) = (z~ 1)~ l , and verify that Eq. (6.33)
holds.

The soluüon of Eq. (6.33) is

t rF(z) =
Wr-A/2

2z
(6.34a)
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trF'(z) = (6.34b)

The resulting density of transmission eigenvalues is

P(T) =
M2 (6.35)

in agreement with Refs. 5, 6, and 43. (The function #(Λ;)= l if x>0 and 0
The weak-localization correction to p(T) follows from the & (M"1) term in the large-M

expansion of F(z). As in See. VIA, it has two contributions: δΡι(ζ), which is due to the
sub-leading order term in the large-M expansion of W„, and SF2(z), which is due to diagrams of
order & (M~'). In the absence of time-reversal symmetry, both contributions are absent. In the
presence of time-reversal symmetry, the sub-leading order term 8Wn= — M~2"( — 4)"'~1 in the
large-M expansion of Wn [cf. Eq. (4.4)] yields a sub-leading order contribution Sh to the gener-
ating function h,

(6.36)

from which we obtain

(6.37)

The contribution SF2(z) comes from diagrams in which thin lines connect black and white dots.
Each such diagram contains the product CiC2, which vanishes. Hence, the & (M"1) contribution
to F(z) consists of δΡ^(ζ) only. The resulting weak-localization correction to the transmission
eigenvalue density is

δρ(Τ) =
2-ß_

4ß
(6.38)

in agreement with Refs. 4 and 6.
We now include tunnel barriers in the leads. Motivated by Nazarov's calculation of the

density of transmission eigenvalues in a disordered metal,44 we introduce the 2MX2M matrices

S=
S 0

0 S t '

Ο

Ci

0 F'(z)

F(z) 0

T=
T 0 T' 0

o r'1 R'
R'

0

0

(6.39a)

(6.39b)

Analogous to Eq. (6.6), we decompose S = S+ SS, where S={S) and

'U 0

0
<5S=T'(1-UR')~1UT, U= (6.40)

is given in terms of a matrix U which is distributed according to the circular ensemble. Because
S, C{, and C2 commute and CiC2 = 0, we may replace S by SS in the expression (6.28a) for
F(z). The result for the matrix Green function F(z) is
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[C±Ä±(F±-X±)B±] . (6.41)

In the second equation we abbreviated X± = R'±TCT'z~1/2, F± = {X±(1-UX±)"1), and de-
fined A± and B± such that A±X± = CT', X±B± = TCz~1/2.

After these algebraic manipulations we are ready to compute F± by expanding in planar
diagrams. The result is a Dyson equation similar to Eq. (6.31),

(6.42)

where the projection operator & acts on a 2MX2M matrix A äs

A =
ο

IM trA2i

lMtrA1 2

0
(6.43)

IM being the MXM unit matrix. The presence of the projection operator & in Eq. (6.42) ensures
that the planar diagrams contain only contractions between U (the 1,1 block of U) and [7f (the
2,2 block of U). In terms of the generating function h we obtain the result

(6.44)

il-SiX+r1)2). (6.45)

It remains to solve the 2 X 2 matrix equation (6.45). We could not do this analytically for arbitrary
Γ;·, but only for the case of two identical tunnel barriers: Nl = N2=\M = N, Γ; =
(j= 1,2, . . . , N ) . The solution of Eq. (6.45) in that case is

0 1M

IM 0

independent of the Fy's. The trace of the Green function is

N „ ,, τϊ w Γ" /

tr/Mz)=

and the corresponding density of transmission eigenvalues is

N

(6.46)

(6.47)

Γ/2-Γ;)

7=1
(6.48)

As a check, we note that p(T)^NS(T) if Γ;->0 for all j, and ρ(Τ)-^Νπ~ι[Τ(1 ~T)Ym if
TJ-^> l for all j [in agreement with Eq. (6.35)].

VII. APPLICATION TO A NORMAL-METAL-SUPERCONDUCTOR JUNCTION

As an altogether different application of the diagrammatic technique, we consider a junction
between a normal metal (N) and a superconductor (S) (see Fig. 16). At temperatures and voltages
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FIG. 16. Conductoi consistmg of a normal metal (grey) coupled to one normal-metal reservoir (N) and one superconduct-
mg reservoir (S). The conductor may consist of a disordered Segment or of a quantum dot.

below the excitation gap Δ in S, conduction takes place via the mechanism of Andreev
reflection:45 An electron coming from N with an energy ε (relative to the Fermi energy EF) is
reflected at the NS interface äs a hole with energy -ε. The missing charge of 2e is absorbed by
the superconducting condensate. We calculate the average and variance of the conductance, for the
two cases that the NS junction consists of a disordered wire or of a chaotic cavity.

Starting point of the calculation is the relationship between the differential conductance
of the NS junction and the transmission and reflection matrices of the normal

region,46

4e2

GNS(s)=—

(7.1)

This formula requires eV<^ Δ<^Ερ and zero temperature. The reflection and transmission matrices
ZK NX N matrices, which together constitute the 2NX2N scattering matrix 5. Using the polar
decomposition (1.2) we may rewrite the conductance formula (7.1) äs

(7.2)

where Γ± = Γ(±ε) and u± = w'(±s)w( + s)*. In the presence of spin-orbit scattering, S is a
matrix of quaternions, and the transpose should be replaced by the dual. In what follows, we will
consider the case of no spin-orbit scattering. Spin-orbit scattering (considered by Slevin, Pichard,
and Mello47) will be included at the end by means of the translation rule of See. V.

Averages are computed in two steps: first over the unitary matrix u, then over the matrix of
transmission eigenvalues T. Four cases can be distinguished, depending on the magnitude of the
magnetic field B and voltage V relative to the characteristic field Bc for breaking time-reversal
symmetry (J7) and characteristic voltage Ec le for breaking electron-hole degeneracy *"6^'

(1) eV<iEc, B<Bc<^^ana & are both present: Then u± may be approximated by the unit
matrix, so that one only needs to average over the transmission eigenvalues. This case has
been studied extensively49 and does not concern us here.

(2) eV<Ec , B>Bc^f^K present, but &~is broken: Then we may neglect the ε-dependence of
S, so that M + = M _ = M. According to the isotropy assumption, u is uniformly distributed in

(3) eVi>Ec, B^B^^is present, but jü?is broken: Then we may consider S(s) and S( — ε) äs
independent unitary Symmetrie matrices. Hence M + = M! = M is uniformly distributed in
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FIG 17 Ladder diagram foi the C (N) contnbution to (GNS> We defined R± = \-T±

(4) eVS>£c, .BS>ßco both J^and
formly distributed in

broken: Then M + and M _ are independent, both uni-

We compute the average and variance of the conductance for cases (2), (3), and (4).

A. Average conductance

We start with the computation of the average conductance (GNS). We first perform the
average {···}„ over u± and then over T± . To leading order only ladder diagrams contnbute, see
Fig. 17. The result is the same for cases (2), (3) and (4):

(7.3a)

(7.3b)

The (9 (1) contribution <5GNS is different for the three cases.
Case (2), absence of J^and presence of &. We put u± = u, rk± = rk. For normal metals, the

θ (1) contribution <5G to (G) vanishes if .^is broken. However, in the NS junction an ® (1)
contribution remains. The diagrams which contribute to <5GNS have a maximally crossed central
part, with contractions between ί/'s and U* 's on the same side of the diagram (Fig. 18, top). The
left and right ends have a ladder structure. In the Hamiltonian approach, a similar maximally
crossed diagram has been studied by Altland and Zirnbauer.27 In total four diagrams contribute to
(JGjjs, see Fig. 19. The building blocks of the diagram have the algebraic expressions

V R.

VR+ u+

V R.

•?4t

-̂l

FIG 18 Maximally crossed diagram for the (?(!) correction to (GNS) in the absence of tnne-reversal symmetry and
presence of electron-hole degeneracy (top) The right and left parts of the diagram have a ladder structure The central part
may be redrawn äs a ladder diagram (bottom)
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FIG. 19. Diagrams for the (?'(\) correction to (GNS) in the absence of time-reversal symmetry and presence of electron-
hole degeneracy.

j=o

(7.4a)

j=o
tr( l-r_)y

-T± tr F^ tr F'± ,

(7.4b)

(7.4c)

(7.4d)

(7.4e)

(7.4f)

Capital letters indicate matrices, lower-case letters indicate scalars. The subscripts ± are omitted
from Fig. 19 because of electron-hole degeneracy. The ß>{\) correction 5GNS represented in Fig.
19 equals

tr F)2+( tr F')2]=-

(7.5)

We still have to average over the transmission eigenvalues. We use that the sample-to-sample
fluctuations rk-(Tk} are an Order l/N smaller than the average. (This is a general property of a
linear statistics, i.e. of quantities of the form Α = Σηα(Γη), see Ref. 4.) Hence

N"2)], (7.6)
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F+ "'Λν/Λν^1" P- F+
uu+

FIG. 20. Diagrams for the & (1) correction to (GNS) in the absence of electron-hole degeneracy and presence of time-
reversal symmetry.

which implies that we may replace the average of the rational functions (7.3) and (7.5) of the
Tjt's by the rational functions of the average (rk). This average has the UN expansion

<7*> = <τλ>0+^(ΛΓ2), (7.7)

where (τλ}0 is O?' (N°). There is no term of order N~l in the absence of .S7". The average over
T of Eqs. (7.3) and (7.5) becomes

(7.8)
2-<τ1)0

<r1)0(2-(r1)0)
3

Case (3), presence of ^"and absence of &. We put u + = M! = M. The if ( l ) correction comes
from the maximally crossed diagrams of Fig. 20,

(7.9)

«5GNS/G0 = 2W2 tr F+fTT„ tr Fl + 2W2 tr n/rr+ tr F_

+ 2 tr F+fuv_F'J+2 tr F'+fuu+Fl.

Averaging over the transmission eigenvalues amounts to replacing Tk± by its average,
Tk±^(rk)o + N~lSTk+&(N~2). (The average of rk± is the same for +ε and ~s.) Because
.^"is not broken there is a term of (9' (Ν~λ) in this expression. We find for the average conduc-
tance

· +
(2-{r1}0)

2 (τ1)0(2-{τ1}0)
3

(7.10)

Case (4), both J^and ^broken. Because u+ and «_ are independent, there are no diagrams which
contribute to order 1. The average conductance is obtained by averaging Eq. (7.3) over the
transmission eigenvalues,

(7.11)

From the translation rule of See. V one deduces that in the presence of spin-orbit scattering, the
leading & (N) term of the average conductance is unchanged, while the & (l) correction is
multiplied by - 1/2, in agreement with what was found by Slevin, Pichard and Mello.47

The formulas given above apply to any System for which the isotropy assumption holds. We
discuss two examples:

(a) A disordered wire (length L, mean free path /, number of transverse modes N), con-
nected to a superconductor. We use the results50
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(7.12a)

4, (7.12b)

(7.12c)

We assume /<L<N/ and neglect terms of order LIN/ and //L but retain terms of order l and
N/pILp(p^\). Substitution of Eq. (7.12) into Eqs. (7.8), (7.10), and (7.11) yields

(GNS/GO}-
N '(1/2+ Ll '/Γ1 -1/3

(7.13)

N(l/2+L//

The result in the presence of both ^"and ^has been taken from Refs. 51 and 52. In the presence
of spin-orbit scattering, the @ (N) term is unchanged, while the & ( l) term is multiplied by
-1/2.

(b) A chaotic cavity without tunnel barriers in the leads. Lead l (with N ι modes) is connected
to a normal metal, lead 2 (with N 2 modes) to a superconductor. An asymmetry between Nt and
N2 appears because the dimension of u± in the polar decomposition (6.27) is N2XN2. The
N2XN2 matrix T± contains the imn(Nl,N2) non-zero transmission eigenvalues on the diagonal
(remaining diagonal elements being zero). We denote Ntot=Nl+N2 and NA = (N2

l + 6NlN2

+ Λφ1/2. The averages {TI)O and (τ2)0 and the correction δτ{ can be computed from the density
of transmission eigenvalues [Eqs. (6.35) and (6.38)]. The results are

δτ^-Ν,Ν^-f, <T1)0 = ̂ î 1, (T2}0 = Ni(N2

M-NlN2)N^. (7.14)

Substitution into Eqs. (7.8), (7.10), and (7.11) gives

f AU l -Ntot/NA)- 8Λ^2ΛΤ2

0Χ

2N1N2/(Ntot+N2)-4NlN2Nm/(Ntot+N2)
3 (®,noF),

2NlN2/(Ntot+N2)-4N2N*ot/(Ntot+N2)
3 (no<^),

2N{N2/(Nm+N2) (ηο^,ηο^).

The leading order term in Eq. (7.15) has also been obtained by Argaman and Zee.33 (The case
Ni=N2 was given in Ref. 6).

B. Conductance fluctuations

To compute the variance of the conductance, we average in two Steps: ("') = ( ( " ' ) U ) T '
where {···)„ and {· · ·)Γ are, respectively, the average over the unitary matrices M ± and over the
matrices of transmission eigenvalues T± . It is convenient to add and subtract ((G^S)U)T, so that
the variance splits up into two parts,

var GNS={(GNS)
2)r-{(GNS}„}2

r+<(G2,s)1<-{GNS)
2>7, (7.16)

which we evaluate separately.
The first two terms of Eqs. (7.16) give the variance of (GNS)M over the distribution of trans-

mission eigenvalues. We calculated (GNS)„ in Eq. (7.3). Since (GNS)K is a function of the linear
statistic T I ± only, we know that its fluctuations are an order l/N smaller than the average. This
implies that, to leading order in l/N,
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IX U

FIG. 21 Diagrammatic representation of

> _ Vr- 2j covar(Tlo.,T1(70

1 (withoutS1),

2 (with^).
(7.17)

We now turn to the third and fourth term of Eq. (7.16). These terms involve the variance
{GINS)«~(^NS}« °f ^NS over ^(N) and subsequently an average over the r„'s. The calculation
is similar to that of See. VI B. We represent G^s by the diagram in Fig. 21. The variance with
respect to u+ is given by the connected diagrams. We distinguish between two types of connected
diagrams: (i) diagrams in which the inner and the outer loop are connected by a Γ-cycle or by a
[7-cycle, and (ii) diagrams in which the partition of the (7-cycles involves a group which consists
of a [/-cycle from the inner loop and a {/-cycle from the outer loop. The diagrams are similar to
those of Fig. 12, and are omitted. The final result is

χ 2 (&-,ΏΟ@Ι),

l (noj^no

(7.18)

The sum of Eqs. (7.17) and (7.18) equals var GNS, according to Eq. (7.16).
In the presence of spin-orbit scattering var GNS is four times äs small, according to the

translation rule of See. V.
We give explicit results for the disordered wire and the chaotic cavity.
(a) For the disordered wire one has50'53 var TI = τ5Ν~2, (Tk}0=\(/IU)YCi)T(k)IY(k+\.

Substitution into Eqs. (7.17) and (7.18) yields the variance

var GNS/G0 =

16/15 -48/<n-4~ 0.574

8/15^0.533 C^Uo

8/15^0.533

4/15^0.267

(7.19)

The result in the presence of both ,<7~ and !S> has been taken from Ref. 52 and 54. If both & and
.^"are present, breaking .̂ "(or 3?) reduces the variance by less than 10%.28'55
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TABLE II Denommators A , of the coefficients Vc> c f o i « = c t + +ct=s5

n

1
2
3
4

A„ (CUE)

7V(W2-1)

Λ'2(Λ'2-1)(Λ'2-4)(/ν2-9)

A, (COE)

W + 1
JV(N+l)(W+3)
(W-l)yV(W+l)(W+3)( . iV+5)
(N-2)(N-l)N(N+ l ) (/V+2)(W+3)

N\N2-l)(N2-4)(N2-9)(N2-l6) (N-3)(N-2)(N-l)N(N+l)(N+2)
X(N+3)(N+5)(N+l)(N+9)

(b) For the chaotic cavity one has var
γ = 2N2/ßN^ot and

- 2N2
0^f1N2+2N2N2

2)/N
5

iot [see Eqs (6 4) and (6 35)] In combmation with Eq (7 14) this gives

var
32N2

2N
2

ot(N
2

ot-N]N2)(Ntat+N2
6 , no

no

no ̂ , no

(720)

If the coupling between the cavity and the normal metal is weak compared to the couplmg to the
superconductor (N22>Nl), one finds var GNS(^,j7)/var GNS(J?, noF) = (9(NlIN2Y In this
case breaking !7~ greatly enhances the conductance fluctuations In the opposite case, if the cou-
plmgs are equal (Nl=N2), one finds var GNS(^,^)/var GNS(&, no 7} = 2l 87/2084^1 07 In
this case breaking 5-^has almost no effect on the conductance fluctuations

VIII. SUMMARY

We developed a diagrammatic techmque for the evaluation of Integrals of polynomial func-
tions of unitary matnces over the unitary group %(N) In the large-./V limit the number of relevant
diagrams is restricted, which allows for the evaluation of Integrals over rational functions We also
considered mtegrals of unitary Symmetrie matnces, by means of a slight modification of the
diagrammatic rules A translation rule was given to relate mtegrals of (self-dual) unitary matnces
of quaternions to mtegrals over (symmetnc) unitary matnces of complex numbers

We discussed two applications a chaotic cavity (quantum dot) with tunnel bamers m the
leads and a normal-metal-superconductor (NS) junction In both cases, the conductance is a
rational function of a unitary matrix In the large-/V limit the average conductance is given by a
senes of ladder diagrams The weak-localization correction consists of maximally-crossed dia-
grams These two types of diagrams are analogous to the diffuson and cooperon diagrams in the
diagrammatic perturbation theory for disordered Systems 22 23 We computed the density of trans-

TABLE III Denommators 5„ of the coefficients Wc for n = c

n

1
2
3
4

W
/V2

/V3

W4

(N2-
(N2-
(N2-

1)
1)
1)

B

(N2-
\N2

n (CUE)

-4)
-4)(N2-9)

B„ (COE)

ΛΓ+1

N(N+l)2(N+3)
(N- 1)N(N+ l)3

(N-2)(N-l)N2

(N+3)(
(N+l)4

N+5)
(N+2)

N5(N2-1)2(N2-4)(N2-9)(N2~16)
X(N+3)2(N+5)(N+T)

(N-3)(N-2)(N-l)N2(N+l)5(N+2)
X(N+3)2(N+5)(N+7)(N+9)
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TABLE IV. Numerators
given Table II.

^ Ci of the coefficients
c for n = C | + . . . + ci^5. The denominators A„ are

c ^ , ... ,ck

1

1,1
2

1,1,1
2,1
3

1,1,1,1
2,1,1
2,2

3,1
4

1,1,1,1,1
2,1,1,1
2,2,1
3,1,1
3,2

4,1
5

A „ V C i , . . ,Ct(CUE)

1

N
1

-2 + W2

-N
2

6-8/V 2 + JV4

4 N- N3

6 + N2

-3 + 2 W 2

-5N

18N-2QN3 + N5

~24+l4N2-N4

-2N + N3

- 1 8 W + 2 W 3

-24- 2 W2

24- 5 W2

14 N

A „ V C i , ,.> C t(COE)

1

2 + N
-1

2 + 5N + N2

-3-N
2

- 32- 8 N+ 28 N2 + 1 1 N3 + N4

-4-1.8 N-9N2-N3

24+7 N+NZ

\0+UN+2N2

-U-5N

128-408 N- 84 N2 + 59 N3 + 16 N4 + N5

92+ 38 N- 43 W2- 14 W3 -W4

56+43 /V+12JV 2 + W3

-52+40W+22W 2 + 2 W 3

-88-18JV-2N2

-7-36W-5/V 2

38+14W

TABLE V. Numerators Β,,Ψ^ c of the coefficients Wc i<.jl for n = C!+ . . . +Cj.äS5. The denominators B„ are
given in Table III.

1

1,1
2

1,1,1
2,1
3

1 1,1,1
2,1,1
2,2
3,1
4

1,1,1,1,1
2,1,1,1
2,2,1
3,1,1
3,2
4,1
5

B„WCi, . . .Ct(CUE)

1

1
-N

8
-4N
2 N2

-216+ 144 N2

72 N -48 N3

-42N2+18N4

-15N2+15N4

5N3-5NS

-13824+ 4224 N2

3456 N- 1056 N3

-1248 N2 + 288 N4

-480 N2 + 240 N4

312 N3 -72 N5

56 N3 -56 N5

-14^+14^

ß„WCi r t(COE)

1

2
-1-/V

32
-8-8JV
2 + 4N+2N2

- 1 680 + 6720 N + 6096 N2 + 1 1 52 W3

280- 840 W- 2136 W2- 1208 W3 -192 W4

- 140- 1 16 W + 384 N2 + 592 W3 + 268 N4 + 36 W5

198 N+ 552 JV2 + 540 N3 + 216 W4 + 30 W5

-33 N- 125 N2 -182 N3 -126 N4- 41 N5 -5 N6

- 483840+297984 W+407040 N2 + 67584 N3

60480+23232 N- 88128 W2- 59328 N3 - 8448 N4

-12Q96-2\12QN+1152N2+18432Ni + 9408N4+1152Ns

-3024+ 192 N+ 15072 N2+ 18432 W3 + 7536 W4 + 960 W5

1512+4152 W+ 2496 /V2-2448W3- 3480 N4- 1320 W5- 144 W6

-912 N- 3376 W2-4768 W3- 3168 N4- 976 W5- 112 N6

114 N + 536 N2 +1018 N3 + 992 N4 + 518 N5 + 136 N6 + 14 ΝΊ
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mission eigenvalues, where the leadmg order term is given by planar diagrams Resummation of
the diagrams leads to a Dyson equation for the Green function, similar to that encountered in the
theory of Integrals over Hermitian matnces 1217

For the NS junction, the ß> (\) correction to the average conductance is non-zero in the
presence of a magnetic field, because of a different type of maximally crossed diagrams These
diagrams are suppressed by a sufficiently large voltage to break electron-hole degeneracy The
new type of maximally crossed diagiams explams the coexistence of weak locahzation with a
magnetic field26 and the insensitivity of the conductance fluctuations to a magnetic field 2S 55
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APPENDIX: WEIGHT FACTORS FOR POLYNOMIAL INTEGRALS

In Tables II-V we hst the weight factois Vc c and Wc c for « = <;,+ + ck^5
for the CUE and the COE (tables of V are also given m Refs 30, and 31 for the CUE and in Ref
35 for the COE) The weight factors are rational functions of the dimension N of the unitary
matrix The denommators An and Bn of, respectively, Vc c and Wc c depend only on
n They are tabulated m Tables II and III The numerators AnVc t and BnWc c are
tabulated m Tables IV and V
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